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Overview

•Why our mistakes stay with us
•How to prevent and respond to mistakes
•The failure to love: ethics
•The failure to know: conceptualization
•The failure to speak and do: application

•How imperfect helpers get help



Why our mistakes 
stay with us



Key errors: prevention 
and response



1. Ethics: wisdom in 
loving



Ethical errors and moral failure



1. Ethics: Wisdom in loving
•Avoiding moral and ethical failure

•Examples

•Prevention 
• Screening 
• Warning signs (1 Tim 4:16)



1. Ethics: Wisdom in loving

•Response: two affirmations
• Free forgiveness in the Gospel
• Restoration to a position requires trustworthiness



2. Conceptualization: 
wisdom in knowing





2. Conceptualization: Wisdom in 
knowing

•Avoiding conceptualization errors

•Examples

•Prevention 
• Humility in patience and thoroughness
• Humility in continuing to learn from others

•Response: humility to revise your understanding



3. Application: wisdom 
in speaking and doing



What to 
do when



3. Application: wisdom in speaking and 
doing

•Avoiding application and methodology errors

•Examples

•Prevention: tasks
• Notice when people drop out 
• Debrief mistakes



3. Application: wisdom in speaking and 
doing

•Prevention: perspective changes
• Two kinds of wisdom: 

• Knowing that we reap what we sow
• Knowing that sometimes we don’t 

• Two ways God works: 
• More experience and better preparation make a difference
• God uses surprising helps

•Response: repair the relationship



How imperfect helpers 
get help





How imperfect helpers get help

•Connection to God and others helps us…

• To live faithfully through uncertainty and risk

• To live faithfully through times of shame



J. Reason’s Swiss Cheese Model



How imperfect helpers get help

•Connection to God and others helps us…

• To live faithfully through uncertainty and risk

• To live faithfully through times of shame

• To pray in hope as those who live with regret



“A Liturgy 
for One 
Responsible 
for an 
Accidental 
Death”


